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Microcontact printing: agenda

• Ink transfer processes
• Stamp design, fabrication and failure modes

– Buckling
– Bulging
– Roof collapse
– Lateral collapse

• Rate-dependent peeling of metal films
• Example of a microcontact printing “engine” 

design
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Soft lithography/microcontact printing

Stamp- and mold-
based lithography

Patterning a resist layer
(stamps usually rigid)

Thermal 
nanoimprint 
lithography

UV-curing, ‘step-
and-flash’ 

lithography

‘Soft’ lithography

ink

• Micro-contact printing
• Micro-molding in capillaries
• Solvent-assisted micromolding

Microfluidic 
device 

fabrication, etc

Micro-casting



Micro-contact printing

Xia and Whitesides, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., vol. 37, pp. 550-575, 1997.

Self-assembled monolayer of alkanethiolate on Au

absorption

contact

self-assembly ~ 1s



Micro-contact printing

• Permeable stamp absorbs from solution the molecules to be 
patterned 

• Solvent is evaporated from stamp
• Stamp contacts substrate; molecules diffuse to substrate; 

monolayer assembles
• Monolayer could be:

• Ultra-thin resist (esp. thiols on Au, Ag, Cu)
• Molecules to functionalize a sensor surface (e.g. to adhere to cells, proteins)

• A limitation on resolution: diffusion of molecules through air 
and across substrate surface. 
• Longer molecules > lower diffusivity > higher resolution possible

Xia and Whitesides, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., vol. 37, pp. 550-575, 1997.



Why soft?

• To conform to substrate’s:
• Roughness
• Waviness
• Curvature

Soft stamp, E1, v1

Hard substrate, E2, v2

∆

λ

Work of adhesion, w

[1]

Bietsch et al., J. Appl. Phys., vol. 88, pp 4310-4318, 2000

∆ is the maximum roughness to which
a soft stamp will spontaneously conform



Conformal contact allows…

• NIL or SFIL on non-planar surfaces 1
• Micro-contact printing of self-assembled monolayers 2
• Other micro- and nano-scale patterning approaches both 

in and out of the cleanroom 2

1. Narasimhan et al., J. Micromech. Microeng., vol. 14, pp. 96-103, 2004
2. Xia and Whitesides, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., vol. 37, pp. 550-575, 1997.



Defect causes and solutions in soft lithography

Hui et al., Langmuir, vol. 18, pp. 1394-1407, 2002.

Defect causes Solutions: hybrid stamps

Hard
Soft

Priorities: registration and/or 
feature-level conformity 

Soft
Hard

Priorities: preventing feature buckling/roof 
collapsing; conforming to waviness

Soft
Hard

Hard

+ feature ‘squashing’

Can have multi-layer stamps:



Buckling and 
lateral collapsing

9
Hui et al., Langmuir, vol. 18, pp. 1394-1407, 2002.

h

E*

Euler buckling:
Hui assumes 
feature 
not adhered
to substrate

Duan, Small 2011, 7, No. 18, 2661–2668



Expanded models for stamp feature 
deformation

10
Petrzelka and Hardt, J. Micromech. Microeng. 22 (2012) 075015



Suitable materials for soft lithography stamps

[1] Dow Corning datasheet; [2] Malaquin, ch. 8 of Alternative Lithography, Kluwer, 2003

• Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is very widely used
• A thermally-curing elastomer

• Glass transition ~ -130 °C
• Young’s modulus at RT ~ 1 MPa (cf. PMMA, ~ 5 GPa at RT; Si, ~ 150 GPa)
• Chemical cross-links formed during curing
• Viscosity prior to curing depends on chain lengths; 4 Pa.s typical (Sylgard 184) [1]

m ~ 10 n ~ 60 [2]



Cross-linking of PDMS precursors

• Precursor components are mixed in prescribed ratio
• Mixture is ‘degassed’ if necessary
• Mixture poured over hard master
• Curing occurs (room temperature possible, but often 60-150 °C)
• Stamp peeled from hard master
• After curing, cross links prevent softening with increasing temp

• In fact, stiffness increases with temperature [1]

1. Narasimhan et al., J. Micromech. Microeng., vol. 14, pp. 96-103, 2004

Under uniaxial tension



Time-temperature trade-off during curing

From Dow Corning data sheet:

• Need to consider potential disadvantages of hot curing:
• Residual stresses lead to contraction upon release from master mold
• Air bubbles may be cured in place: don’t have time to float to surface of cast part

master master

PDMS

PDMS

Fabricate master Pour precursors; cure Peel off stamp



But when is curing complete?

R. Huang and L. Anand, unpublished data

Sylgard 184, 
15:1 PDMS:DMS wt/wt 
cured at 100 °C Tensile test specimen

= length / original length



Nominally identically processed samples show stiffness variation

R. Huang and L. Anand, unpublished data

Tensile test specimen

4 specimens, 7.5:1 = PDMS:DMS wt/wt



Stiffness depends strongly on precursor mixture composition

R. Huang and L. Anand, unpublished data

PDMS:DMS
wt/wt ratios

Bulk compression 
and tension results

Is precursor mixture variation affecting the density of cross links?



PDMS stiffness can further be controlled
by varying precursors’ molecular weight

Schmid and Michel, Macromolecules vol. 33, pp. 3042-3049, 2000.

models

data

More densely cross-linked                     less densely cross-linked



Machines for 
contact printing

• Actuation options: 
– Pneumatic
– Piezoelectric
– Electrostatic
– Magnetic

18
Syms et al., J. Micromech. Microeng. 19 (2009) 025027



Machines for contact printing:
self-aligned, electrostatic actuated printing

19
Syms et al., J. Micromech. Microeng. 19 (2009) 025027

PDMS coating sprayed on 
to micromachined silicon 
stamp: ~1 micron thick, 
cure 15 mins at 100 C



Machines for contact printing

20
Syms et al., J. Micromech. Microeng. 19 (2009) 025027

Gold 
patterns 
after 
printing 
thiol mask 
and etching



Magnetic-field assisted contact printing

21
J.-C. Cau et al., Microelectronic Engineering 110 (2013) 207–214 (Innopsys)

~0.2 kPa load



Magnetic-field assisted contact printing

22
J.-C. Cau et al., Microelectronic Engineering 110 (2013) 207–214



Example of pneumatic actuation

23
Howitz, NNT Conf 2009 (GeSiM)



Other flavors of soft lithography

Xia and Whitesides, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., vol. 37, pp. 550-575, 1997.

Micro-transfer 
molding

Micro-molding 
in capillaries

Solvent-assisted 
micromolding


